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Observer.
THE PILGRIM.
‘lam not far from home, therefore I need not mako much pros isiou for the
way?

I hear the rising tempest moan,
My failing limbs have weary grown,
The flowers are shut, the streams are dried,
The arid sands spread drear and wide;
The night-dews fall, the winds are high;
How far from home, O Lord, am 1?
I would not come with hoards of gold,
With glittering gems, or cumbrous mould,
Nor dim my eyes with gathered dust,
Of empty famp, or earthly trust;
But hourly ask, as lone I roam,
How far from home? How far from home?
Not far! not far! The way is dark,
Frail hope hath quenched her glow-worm spark,
The trees are dead, beneath whose shade
My youth reclined, my childhood played,
Red lightnings streaked the troubled sky;
How far from home, my God, am I?
O! find me in that home a place,
Beneath the footstool of thy grace;
Though sometimes ’mid the husks I fed,
And turned me from the children’s bread,
Still bid thine angel-harps resound,
‘The dead doth live, the lost is found.’
Reach forth thy band, with pitying care,
And guide me tbrou gh the latest snare;
Methinks, e'en now in bursting beams,
The radiance from thy casement streams;
No more I shed the pilgrim’s tear,
I hear thy voice,—my home is near!
L. II. S.

VILLAGE SKETCH—THE CONTRAST.
In the retired though populous parislt of
AV------ , where our country residence has
long been fixed, it has been my lot to witness
many scenes of illness, and of death amongst
our poorer neighbors. The greater number,
I should say, were calculated to raise our
hopes, and enlarge our faith in the highest
degree: for their end was peace, patience in
much suffering, and a death-bed cheered by
faith in the merits of a dying Saviour. Tt has
often struck me, that, amongst the humbler
class, those apparently blessed with the few
est advantages, we meet with more active
faith, and a more sure dependence upon the
divine will, with a less dread of the last aw
ful summons, than amongst the higher and
better educated portion of mankind. Often
when taking the last farewell of some of these
humble and lowly spirits, have I prayed ‘that
my end might be as peaceful as theirs.’ It
was indeed a practical lesson of humility.
‘God hath chosen the foolish things of the
world to confound the wise: and God hath
chosen the weak things of the world to con
found the things which are mighty.’
One year I was called upon to visit, for
many months, at two cottages a very short
distance apart; both inmates were in a hope
less state as far as regards the body, but one
of the poor women, Jane P------ , was much
blessed in her sufferings: she was dying of a
peculiarly painful disease of malignant char
acter; she was in constant bodily agony, and
could get little or no rest by day or night.
The disease was beyond the aid of all human
alleviation; for every thing that kindness or
sympathy could suggest had been tried, but
without effect: all medical assistance was pro
nounced useless, and poor Jane P------ linger
ed on from month to month, patient and re
signed, but without a hope of any relief from
pain on this side the grave. It was distress
ing to witness her bodily sufferings; she con
stantly said, that, if it were not for the conso
lation of ‘prayer,’ she did not think she could
get through her days, but the blessed hope of
her salvation through the merits of her Saviour,
cheered her onwards, and I never heard a mur
mur or saw an impatient gesture during the
many long weary months I visited her humble
abode. ‘It is the Lord’s will,’ she would
merely say, ‘and he knows what is best for
us poor sinners.’ The Bible was her guide,
and she was thankful to hear it read when in
creasing weakness prevented her reading the
holy precepts herself. One of her children
(for she had a large family,) a little boy, and
evidently at heart the poor mother’s darling,
was constant in his tiny endeavors to be of
use to his suffering parent, and he daily read
a portion of the Scriptures to her on his re
turn from the village school. She said he of
ten soothed her by his ready attention and
affection; ‘lie seems to feel for me; if he on
ly says, good night, mother, he says it so
kind like, that I am sure it does me good.’
Poor soul! her husband was a rough
o hardworking man, some years her senior: he had
a large sickly family, as well as his poor af
flicted wife, to maintain out of his weekly
wages, therefore some allowance might perbe made; but I fear he was not always so kind
as he ought to have been, and I sometimes
had reason to suspect that the curse of this
country’s rural population, ‘the beer-shops,’
decoyed him into spending a larger proportion
of his wages than was suited either to his fi
nances or to his own well doing. But never,
by word or look, did the poor patient sufferei
imply that such was the case: she was thank
ful for any little assistance or attention be
stowed, and always seemed anxious to make
the best of her melancholy situation. Her
thoughts were evidently not on this world;
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she was willing to abide God’s time cheerful backwards and forwards in the chimney cor similarity. Clara’s face could not be called
ly. though a release from her painful state of ner, gradually getting weaker and weaker, yet beautiful; but there was a witchery in her
warfare was what she earnestly desired. She each time assuring me she had no thought of eye, and a laughing smile upon her lip, that
told me, when her illness first began to as dving. ‘I must get well,’ was the constant made all acknowledge themselves slaves to
sume its alarming appearance, she was of cry, which only sounded too like, ‘I will get her power. She was of so kind and chari
ten much troubled in her mind, for when pov well.’ She was always glad to see me; and table a disposition, that the poor looked up
erty and sickness are combined, the prospect at one time when illness had prevented tr.y to her to relieve their distresses, and the sick
is verv hitter—none can tell how bitter but going to see her as usual, she expressed her hailed her presence as some guardian angel
those who have experienced it—but poor Jane regret at my nonappearance; she did not like sent to smooth their descent to the vale of
said the Lord had in much mercy remembered to hear me allude to the fallen state of man, spirits. William Lee was the favored one
her, for she had not only met with many and the last final change, but she felt, never of the many suitors, whom she had chosen
kind-hearted friends who had amply relieved theless, that it was her own eternal interest I to he her companion ‘for better or for worse.’
her earthly wants, but she had been blessed had at heart when I endeavored, day by day, And when the nuptial knot was tied, no young
with the advantage of much spiiitual conso to direct her thoughts to that one, that only couple ever had more fervent wishes for their
lation, and many otherwise dreary hours had source of comfort to lhe repentant sinner—a happiness and success in life, than were ut
been beguiled of half their anguish, half their dying Saviour’s love!—‘Letus therefore come tered from full and feeling hearts at the wed
boldly to the throne of grace, that we may ding of William and Clara Lee. The first
bitterness.
The last time I saw her, it was one bright obtain mercy and find grace to help in time year of their marriage was one of real enjoy
sunny afternoon. I had walked across the of need.’ Margaret sometimes asked me how ment; for William was every thing a fond and
veruant fields after the morning service—for that poor creature Jane P--------- was getting doatirig wife could wish. But human felicity
. f ?d:ort continuance. The fairest flow
it was the Sabbath day—all nature looked on, generally accompanying the inquiry with
olythe and gay; the birds were singing merri the observation, ‘Ah! ma’am, she really is ers bloom hut to perish; the brightest hopes
ly; the wild flowers reveled in the golden dying.’ I ventured once to describe the cheer us but to mock at our credulity. A sad
sunbeams; the corn gave promise of a plenti patience and resignation of her poor afflicted and woful change had taken place in Clara
ful harvest; aud the deep blue sky was free neighbor, who was some fifteen years youn Lee.
from even the shadow of a cloud. How dif ger, having barely numbered thirty summers, ‘Her eye had lost its lustre, and her step
ferent the scene- which was presented to my and who bore so meekly the heavy dispensa Ils lightness and the grey old men that passed
view when I entered that sorrow-stricken tion with which it had pleased the Lord to Her dwelling, wondered that they heard no more
cottage! the poor man and hisyoung family were try her strength, ‘Poor wretch! so I have The accustom’d song and laugh of her, whose looks
all assembled in the little dark kitchen, a com heard say,’ was all the comment vouchsafed Were like the cheerful smile of spring, they said,
fortless looking place, which plainly told in reply to the interesting details of her fellow Upon the winter of their age.’
how much the deprivation of the hitherto hel Christian’s heavenly frame of mind.
It was long ere Clara could believe the fear
ping hand was felt. They begged I would
Only a few weeks before Margaret was cal ful truth, that her husband was an intemperate
go up stairs, for ‘she is very bad,’ was all led to her account, Jane P--------- was released man, and when the reality burst upon her
the communication which passed ere I was from her sufferings; their remains were de mind it was no wonder that her lips were pale
clambering up the perpendicular staircase, and posited in the same churchyard—the same and her cheeks sunken. She had given her
found myself alone with poor Jane; she was earthly resting-place—and in the self-same heart, her whole heart to one who vowed
sinking fast, but she spoke cheerfully as soon year; but oh! howdifferent were their respec before God to love and cherish Clara! She
as she distinguised my voice, for her sight was tive views; one looking forward with the bles tried to reclaim him whom once she took
dim. I sat down by the side of her humble sed hope of a joyful resurrection, the parting delight in calling her husband; but ineffectu
pallet with its patch-work quilt, and very scene gilded, even in poverty and agony,with ally. He had drank the‘poisoned chalice,’
sweet it was to hear the dying accents of bright rays of heavenly hope and promise, as and held it nearer to his lips when they would
praise and thanksgiving amidst the pangs of bright and as unclouded as that, to me, me have him dash it from him. Clara possessed
this life’s curse; for, with a thorough convic morable Sabbath-day, when I bade farewell great sensibility, and the shock to her feel
tion of her own sinful state, and a firm reli to the departing spirit—and the other—I can ings was more than she could bear. She
ance on her saviour’s intercession at the only look hack -with regret to the state of feel lingered but a little while longer in a world
throne of mercy, the arch-enemy, death, ing manifested by Margaret S--------- ; for it where, indeed, ‘all is vanity,’ her spirit took
seemed robbed of half its sting, before the is a cheerless prospect to see a fellow-being its flight to another and better—
last fearful scene was passed. ‘I hardly wilfully blind to all spiritual consolation and
‘Where the wicked cease from troubling and the
thought to see you again, ma’am, but the expectations, and to see that fellow-mortal
weary are at rest.’
change will soon come, I am quite happy and drooping and passing away to that bourne
And what became of the poor misguided
ready, and I bless the Lord daily for the many from whence no traveler returns, without feel
William Lee, of him who had ruined the
mercies lie has vouchsafed to me, even unto ing that precious gift of the Holy Spirit de
happiness of a fond and loving wife, and
the last; God bless you, ma’am, we may meet eending upon the heart, creating and making
sent a lovely and accomplished woman to an
again, but not here.’
all things new, shedding its glorious light even
untimely grave? On the death of his wife,
After a pause, she told me of the few ar upon the confines of the tomb, and teaching
his desire for liquor was increased, rather
rangements which she hoped would be effec us the awful truth contained in the Holy
than diminished. His property was taken
ted with regard to her children, particularly Scriptures, ‘To die is gain.’
to satisfy the cravings of his cursed thirst;
with respect to the baby, which alas! was hut
The reflection is a melancholy one, when
and the once respected young Lee might be
a few months old, and required, from its ex we call to mind the goodness, mercy,and long
seen
at noon-day, staggering along the streets,
treme delicacy, more than ordinary care: Tt suffering of the Lord, that the stubborn spirit
may seem hard,’ she feebly murmered, ‘to be should thus cling to this earthly tabernacle, lhe beastly picture of a man. One bitter cold
called away so early from all those dear ties ‘For we know that if our earthly house of morning in December, a man was found fro
of earthly affection: and had it pleased God this tabernacle, were dissoved, we have a zen to death on the highway. It was the body
E. Chaplin.
to have allowed me a longer space for their building of God, an house not made with of William Lee.
Chatham, Conn.
sakes, I should have rejoiced, but I feel sure hands, eternal in the heavens.’—Church of
all is ordered for the best. 1 leave them to England Mag.
CURRENT EXCUSES FOR REFUSING TO
the care of one who will never forsake or
AID CHURCH MISSIONS.
JOY
FOR
THE
SORROWFUL.
desert his own; the Lord is merciful, and will
Excuse 9. The heathen will get along icell enough
It is possible to be cheerful, contented and happy, without all this expense ondfuss.
remember us; and for myself, ‘to die is gain
amidst trials and disappointments. Joy, elevated,
indeed.’
That may be, and yet Christ will not be
holy joy, may be attained under afflictions and sor
I parted from my poor friend: and very rows of life. One means of its attainment is elo obeyed unless the gospel be preached to them.
soon afterwards she was mercifully removed quently described in the following stanzas, by the And surely God’s will, and not your own view
late Rev. C. Wilcox. They contain true philos
from amongst us. May we not, with hum ophy, as well as poetry of surpassing beauty.
of propriety and expediency, is to be the
ble faith in God’s promises, believe that her
rule of duty. What, though we might prove
Would'st thon from sorrow find a sweet relief,
earthly sufferings were sanctified to her, and
to our own satisfaction that the savage is pre
Or is thy heart oppressed with woes untold?
that she is now in eternal rest, that blessed
ferable to civilized life; or that a generally
Balm would'st thou gather for corroding grief?
rest which we are all looking forward to, un
Tour blessings round thee, like a shower of gold: rejected gospel renders Christendom less hap
der guidance of the Holy Spirit—that fare
py than pagan lands; or that all, who have
’Tis when the rose is wrapt in many a fold,
well token of the presence of our merciful
Close to its heart the worm is wasting there
never heard of Jesus, will be saved finally
Redeemer sent in mercy to cheer the droop
Its life and beauty: not when all unrolled,
through Jesus, are we hence prepared to dis
ing and the weary on their heaven-bound path
Leaf after leaf its bosom rich and fair,
regard an express divine command? Are we
Breaths freely its perfumes through the surroun- ready to brave the consequences of disobedi
way?
ding- Sir.
ence, or do we think to be excused on the last
My visits to the cottage of Margaret "
day by pleading our great benevolence and
S--------- , were more painful; for she, poor
Rouse to some word of high and holy love,
wisdom to the Lawgiver, for despising one
creature, though lingering under an equally
And thou an angel’s happiness slialt know—
of his positive precepts? Oh! are we exper
hopeless disorder, but not of so distressing a
Shalt bless the earth, while in the world above,
ienced Christians; and have we not learned
character as that of her poor neighbor, yet
The good begun by thee shall onward flow,
the superiority of Christ’s will? Have we
could not turn her thoughts to that world where
In many a branching stream, and wider grow;
not often seen every reason for God’s order
alone true joys are to be found. She was ir
The seed that in these few and fleeting hours,
Thy hands unsparing and unwearied sow,
ing things one way, been overwhelmed with
ritated and annoyed whenever the subject was
Shall deck thy grave with amaranthine flowers,
grief and disappointment, and yet in the end
brought before her. ‘She should get well, she
was not thinking of dying: when her cough And yield the fruits divine, in heaven’s immortal been lost in wonder, gratitude and praise?
bowers.
Let us then go forward, obeying Christ,
was better, and she cotfld gain a little strength,
though it be with the assurance that the gos
she knew she should be about again; and
TIIE TWO GRAVES.
pel we are commanded to preach will prove
what was the use of making her mope and
In one corner of the church yard of the a savour of death to many who now sit in the
fancy she was ill?’ It was useless to argue
with her whilst in this frame of mind. Sh<? village of N--------- ,may be seen two little region and shadow of heath. Surely, in a
could read;hutthe Bible seemed to give her no mounds of earth, where repose all that is matter so explicitly settled in revelation, it is
consolation. In early life she had at one mortal of William and Clara Lee. The not fanaticism to say, ‘duty is our’s, results
time fallen deeply into sin; but since her mar grass has hardly had time to spring up in its are God’s.’ We arc assured ‘the wrath of
riage with William S----------she appeared to freshness upon the two graves, for ’tis not a man shall praise him.’ Let us, therefore, in
fulfil her various duties most satisfactorily,and year since its tenants were numbered with the this zealously obey: and if needs be, leave,
was notable :nd thrifty in her household slumbering dead. Two neat tomb-stones in with faith and awe, the disobedience of others
management; hut there was still a restless form the reader, lhat the husband and wife to bo overruled to the furtherance of God’s
sort of incipient discontent, a half-smothered whose fate they disclose, were of one age. purposes and glory.
churlishness of manner, which seemed strug They had scarcely counted twenty-four sum
But, Oh! what short-coming views of the
gling with better feelings. She evidently mers. I felt a strong desire, a something necessity and benefits of Christ’s redemption
shrunk from any serious cause of self-exam more than mere curiosity, to know farther does this objection imply! Would not con
ination, not heeding our blessed Saviour’s de respecting their history. The aged die and sistency require the objector to discountenance
claration, that he came to seek aud to save are buried, and we lament them not. And the preaching of the gospel every where, as
that which was lost, and.that there is joy in why should we? They have lived the three well in our own, as other lands? Should not
heaven over one sinner that repen teth. I score and ten years allotted unto man, and the Scriptures be suppressed? and the whole
lent her some books, in the hope, vain as it they drop into the grave as fruit when ripened world be saved from the dangers and evils of
proved, of interesting her feelings, and there- falle'.h to the ground. But when the ‘icy hand knowing what has been done in, and through
by engaging her attention in the cause, hut the ofdeath’is laid upon theyoung and beautiful,we Christ., for them?
Alas! my friend, the
only comment she ever made was, ‘That she feel as though thefruit is plucked in all its green Lord ‘enlighten the eyes of our understand
dared say they were very good books: it might ness; that our young hopes aud bright thoughts ing, that we may know what is the hope of
be all very true; she Could not say hut what are withered into dust; a voice speaks from his calling.’
they might suit some folks, but she should the grave, ‘Man that is born of a woman, is
Do you acknowledge the reality of the fall
he well soon, and did not need to have such of few years and full of trouble.—He cometh of our nature? Are you scripturally advised
serious thoughts put into her head.’ Poor forth as a flower, and is cut down.—He fleeth of its extent? Have you ever felt and be
Margaret S---------- had very many earthly bles also as a shadow, and continueth not.’
wailed its evils in your own soul? Has your
sings; for she had an excellent, kind-hearted
The family with whom I lived, gave me all natural deadness in trespasses and sins been
husband, a healthy family, daughters both the information I desired respecting the viewed in its revealed origin? Have you
able anil willing to attend upon her, and a graves I had visited. They had been marri learned to justify God in his curse upon you,
nice cheerful cottage, and their landlord ed about two years, and doubless had counted and every other child of Adam in the garden?
was kind and considerate to them in all re upon a long life of happiness.
William I)o you undcrstandingly and heartily agree
spects. It was sad, however, to see her, and Clara Lee were companions from infan with that scriptural article of our church,
poor woman, time after time, when I went cy. They grew up together, and in their which declares, that the fault and corruption
into the little kitchen, sitting rocking herself feelings and disposition there was a striking of the very nature of every man born into the

world deserveth God’s wrath and damnation?
Are you, and every partaker of the human na
ture, thus viewed by yourself, as constituting
a sinful, underserving mass, to be moulded by
their Maker, as clay by the potter, into vessels
of honor or dishonor? Has our race for
feited all claim on justice? Do we rely alone
on sovereign mercy? Would God be just,
although no Saviour had been provided for
mankind: and all of every age had endured
the full curse pronounced?
We may answer affirmatively all these
questions, and yet strongly hope, from the
words of the Saviour, who has been pro
vided by grace, that of ‘little children is the
kingdom of God.’ We may believe that
they, in all lands, who die before they have
actually ‘done good or evil,’ for the sake oi
the child born in the manger, and for what he
did and suffered, are fitted for the holy services
and eternal enjoyment of heaven. W e may
rejoice in the expectation, that of all the mul
titudes, who, before actual sin, are called away
by death, a goodly company of saints is form
ed, and that the number of the saved will yet
be great, though so few of the redeemed, who
have arrived at years of discretion, exhibit
the scripturally described and required proof
of saving interest in the Redeemer’s blood.
But whatever latitude may be mutually al
lowed in our faith respecting those who die in
infancy, surely the Scriptures establish these
truths, that ‘the Gentiles,’ (the unevangel
ized,) ‘are a law unto themselves,’ each one’s
‘conscience bearing witness’ either for or
against his own conduct; and that they are
capable ‘in their thoughts,’ not only of justify
ing or condemning themselves, but of ‘accus
ing or else excusing one another.’ The word
of God explicitly declares, that all capable of
actual sin have committed it; and again that
they who, having never heard of the revealed
law, have sinned against the law of con
science, shall perish, being judged and con
demned by the law which they knew and have
broken, and notbv that which they never had.
Whatever hope, then, you may amiably, and
as we think, scripturally, indulge in the ease
of those who die in benighted lands, before
they have done good or evil, yet the Scrip
tures ‘shut up’all others, there and elsewhere,
to hopelessness, to hell, or the faith that is re
vealed.
In those millions of pagans who live to con
sent to, and endorse, by their own act, the
deed of their father, who sin ‘after the simi
litude of Adam’s transgressions,’ together
with the impenitent and unbelieving in Chris
tian lands, God will eternally and awfully
magnify his justice. In them he will punish
the fidl of human nature, and all those other

sins which issue from our naturally corrupted
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and grace! What consolation and support iri
the trials and afflictions of their earthly condi
tion, docs your calling afford! What a coun
sellor and guide amid the perplexities and
temptations of the world! What daily food,'
and balm and delight, especially as you re
quire to commune with Jesus by prayer and
in his word! All this, too, but as an earnest,
a foretaste of heaven, where ‘is no lie,’ ‘no
curse;’ ‘where the wicked cease from troub
ling, and, where the weary are at rest;’ in
which‘the joys that are laid up, eye hath
not seen, norear heard, neither hath the heart
of man conceived!’ ‘Truly a light is sprung
up for the righteous, and joyful gladness for
such as are true, hearted!’ But there are
lands which darkness, and people without
gross darkness covers! Oh! church of the
living God, ‘Arise, for thy light is come, and
the glory of the Lord is risen uponihee.’ ‘Let
the Genlilcs coins tc thy light, and kings tc
the brightness of thy rising.’ Member of
the body of Christ, if cut off from your Head,
if excluded from your privileges and hopes as
a believer, what an outcast would you be!
What a fall would you have suffered!
Should not all men, like yourself, be incorpor
ated into that blessed mystical body? Branch
of the olive-tree, partaking of its root and
fatness,’ if ‘broken oft',’ how withered iind
dead would you once more become! Surely,
they who are wild by nature, should be graf
ted into that, in which you now grow! Fel
low disciples, see that the gospel be preachey. Have the needed and precious Saviour
proclaimed every where. Acquaint our whole
cursed race with God in Christ, reconciling
the world unto himself, to their present and
everlasting peace.—Episcopal Recorder.

A Country Parson.
HYMN OF TIIE UNIVERSE.
R.oll on, thou Sun! forever roll,
Thou giant, rushing through the heavens!
Creation’s wonder, Nature’s soul!
Thy golden wheels by angels driven;
The planets die without thy blaze,
And cherubim with star-dropt wing
Float in thy diamond sparkling rays,
Thou brightest emblem of their king.

Roll, heavenly Earth! and still roll on,
With ocean’s azure beauty bound,
While one sweet star, the pearly moon,
Pursues, thee through the blue profound?
And angels with delighted eyes
Behold thy tints of mount and stream,
From the high wall of Paradise,
Swift whirling like a glorious dream.
Roll, Planets! on your dazzling road,
Forever sweeping round the sun:
What eye beheld when first you glowed?
What eye shall see your -courses done.
Roll in your solemn majesty,
Ye deathless splendors of the skies!
High altars, from which angels see
The incense of creation rise.

hearts, as surely, and countlessly, and inces
santly, as (it has been well said by one,) ‘the
earth puts forth blades of grass, or a cloud
pours out drops of rain;’ or (in the words of
another,) ‘like the emission of flame and
Roll, Comets! and ye million stars!
sparks from a heated furnace; or like the
Ye that through boundless nature roaut;
streams of water from a never-failing sping.’
Ye monarchs on your flame-wing cars!
Tell me not of the scripturally-dcclarcd
Tell up in what more glorious dome,
truth, that a difference shall be made between
What orb to which your pomps are dim,
the sinners who know more, and those who
What kingdom but by angels trod—know less, of God’s will. This should only
Tell us where swells the eternal hymn
make us tremble, in view of our greater re
Around His throne—where dwells your God!
sponsibility, our exposure to ‘many stripes,’
Self righteousness.
hut. it does not in the least shield our heathenfellows from their threatened ‘few.’ They
No man was ever scolded out of his sins;
are ‘few,’ too, only hv comparison. For The heart, corrupt as it is, and because it is
who can estimate the guilt of Adam’s sins, or so, grows angry if it be not treated with some
of all its penal consequences? Who can reck management and good manners, and scolds
on up the ill-dcservings of any creature that again. A Surly mastiff will bear, perhaps, tO
would, without the especial influences of the be stroked, though he will growl even under
Holy Ghost, reject the voice of God, as well that operation, hut if you touch him roughly
if heard in the gospel as through conscience. he will bite. There is no grace lhat the spirit
Who can describe the weightof any of God’s of self can counterfeit with more success than a
eternal curses, or conceive of the woes of the religious zeal. A man thinks he is fighting
least wretched in hell?
for Christ, and lie is fighting for his own no
And now we ask, will ‘the heathen get tions. lie thinks that he is skilfully search
along well enough without all this expense ing the hearts of others, when he is only
and fuss?’ When the prospects of so great a gratifying the malignity of his own; and
portion of our race are such as have been charitably supposes his hearers destitute of
described, and you know that a Saviour and all grate, that he may shine the more in his
Lord has been provided for all mankind; of own eyes by comparison. When he has
whom it is written, ‘Whosoever shall call on performed this noble task, he wonders that
his name shall he saved,’ are you doing to they are not converted. ‘He has given it to
others as vou would wish they should do to them soundly; and if they do not tremble and
you, when vou allow them to perish without confess that God is in him of a truth he gives
the knowledge of Jesus, and of this divine them up as reprobate, incorrigible, and lost
declaration?
For how, it may be asked, forever.’ But a man that loves me, if he sees
‘Shall they call on him, in whom they have me in an error, will pity me, and endeavour
not believed? and how shall they believe in calmly to convince me of it, and persuade me
him, of whom they have not heard? And to forsake it. If he has great and good tteWSt
how shall they hear withonta preacher? And to tell me, he will not do it angrily, and in
how shall they preach except they be sent?’ much heat and discomposure of spirit. It is
‘What an obligation then rests upon the not therefore easy to conceive on what ground
church, and upon each member of the same, a minister can justify a conduct which only
according to his ability and opportunity to proves that lie does not understand his errand.proclaim the unsearchable riches of Christ? The absurdity of it would certainly strike
We charee you, by your allegiance to the Lord him, if he were not hirnself deluded. peo>
Jesus—by the enjoined duty of love toothers, pie will always love a minister if a minister
let neither your selfishness or negligence rob seems to love his people; therefore you (New
the Saviour of the glory due unto his great ton) were beloved at Olney.—Cowper.
name in the salvation of those for whom he
died, or exclude your redeemed fellow sinners
FUNERAL DIRGE.
from the only hope of their never-dying souls.
BY THE REV. T. DALE.
But not only by what the gospel may raise
Dear as thou vvast, and justly dear,
the heathen from, hut by what it will raise
AVe will not weep for thee!
them to, we would briefly insist on your spend
One thought shall check the starting tear,.
ing, and being spent, to make Christ known.
It is—that, thou art tree.
And thus shall Faith’s consoling power,
If, opposcr or negleclor of the Redeemer’s
The tears of love restrain:
last command, you have never been born
Oh! who that saw thy parting hour,
again, with little hope cf any good effect, we
Could wish thee here again?
only say; to you by your first, and only birth,
was given the key of the knowledge of salva
Triumphant in thy closing ey«
tion, incur not the wo pronounced against
The hope of glory shone;
those who themselves will not enter, and even
Joy breathed in thy expiring sigh,
hinder those who would.
To think the fight was won.
But if you havo ever passed from death to
Gently the passing spirit tied,
Sustained by grace divine;
life, what views of your naturally fallen es
Oh!, may such grace on me be shed,
tate now possess you! What joy and thank
And make my end like thipe.
fulness for the deliverance of Christ's work
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THE PROVIDENCE OF GOD.
‘Oh Providence, mysterious are thy ways,
Inflexible thine everlasting plans,
The finite power of man can ne’er resist
The unseen band which guides, protects, preserves,
Nor penetrate the inscrutable design
Of Him, whose council is his sovereign will.
Prosperity’s bright sun withdraws bis beamp,
1 hick clouds and tempests gather round the sky,
Phe winds of fierce temptations, and the waves
Of trials fell, assault the feeble bar!;,
And drive it headlong, ’midst the cragged rocks.
We look, with wonder on, but seek in vain
The deep designs of Heaven herein to scan;
The sacred page itself reveals not this.
Vet who that knows there is a Power above,
Would not assert eternal Providence,
And justify the ways of God to man?’

denly vanish away? In a word, how can we
reconcile it to the infinite perfections of God
whose ways are always tight, whose good
ness and mercy are ever to usward? By
reason we cannot, for it is just here that rea
son fails.
By philosophy falsely so called,
we cannot, for it only can teach us of the
things that are seen, and reason is its inter
preter. How then? Is our reason vain, and
philosophy also vain? Nay. It is by faith
alone that we can reconcile the doings of God
with God. That faith which enables us to
apprehend the perfection of God in all his
attributes. Perfect in love, perfect in good
ness, perfect in truth, perfect in justice, per
fect in wisdom, perfect in judgment, perfect
in power, and perfect in holiness. That faith
which worketh by love and purifies the heart.
That faith which is the substance of things
hoped for, and the evidence of things not
seen, and which is the gift of God.

God is the Lord. lie reigneth and ruleth,
as well on earth, as in the armies of the
ekies; whether his creatures will admit his
government or acknowledge his right and
power, or whether they will not, still the Lord
God Omnipotent reigneth after the council of
his own infinite wisdom, mercy and good
ness, and in despite ot all opposing forces,
perfecting his will, in the accomplishment
of which, he often thwarts, confounds, and
puts to utter confusion, the wisest plans and
the most cherished designs of men, often
seeming to cause distress without a cause,
and to disconcert the counsels and ways of man
without a reason; but it is only seeming to
be so, for all the ways of God are right, and
his goings forth are in juatice. We cannot
flee from his presence if we would, nor hide
ourselves out of his sight, nor put Him from
us, though we may desire not to walk in his
ways, or to say in our hearts, there is no
God! ‘The Lord bringeth the counsel of the
heathen to nought; he maketh the devices of
the people of none effect. The counsel of
the Lord standeth forever, the thoughts ofhis
heart to all generations. Blessed is the nation
whose God is the Lord; and the people whom
he has chosen for his own inheritance. The
Lord looketh from heaven; he beholdeth all
the sons of men. From the place of his hab
itation he looketh upon all the inhabitants of
the earth. He fashioned their hearts alike;
lie considereth all their works. There is no
king saved by the multitude of an host; a
mighty man is notdelivered by much strength.
Ps. xxxiii. 10—16.’
Although the councils of the Lord hid are from
man, his ways are made known unto him in
his word, and by his providences. He will
be heard; and when the still small voice, that
speaks in abundant mercies bestowed, in great
prosperity and freedom from calamities, or in
the silent indications to duty and chitlings for
sin and transgressions of conscience, or in
the great but more powerful influences arising
from the secret but mysterious operations of
the Holy Spirit, upon the heart, claiming do
minion there, and perfect obedience by repen
tance for sin and faith in tlie Lamb of God
whose blood was shed for the remission of
sin, is not needed, He sometimes speaks in
such an impressive manner, that not only in
dividuals, but a nation is roused and awed in
to attention by the voice of the Almighty
speaking by some sudden and great calamity,
voiceless though it be in the utterance of
words, yet leaving upon the wings of tiie
wind unto the ears of millions of people,
seemingly the words: ‘2>e a/t/Z, and know
that lam God!' Unto us as a people does
God seem now to speak in the sore dispensa
tion ofhis Providence which in has taken from
our midst, our beloved and esteemed friend
and neighbor General William Henry Harri
son, who had been so recently exalted by the
suffrages of the people to till the highest office
in their gift. Just when lie had attained the
very pinnacle of earthly ambition, and seemed
scarcely seated there, to fill the measure of
his country’s glory, and to enjoy the meet re
ward of a nation’s gratitude for a long life
spent in her service; when all eyes were fix
ed upon him, and the hearts of millions ofhis
countrymen, who had yielded him the tribute
of devoted affection, and placed implicit faith
in his ability, in all points to satisfy their de
sires in the administration of tlieir govern
ment so far as his just duties called him to a
participation therein; when these hearts were
beating with anxious solicitude, and their bo
soms glowing with feelings of pride and ad
miration at the eonsumation of their wishes;
as every onward step in his short career of
official duties seemed to stamp conviction upon
conviction that he was not only called but
emphatically the called of God, for his coun
try in what seemed that country’s utmost
need—at this interesting, and by human judg
ment important crisis, he passeth suddenly
away like a dream when one awaketh; and
the place that so lately knew him, shall know
him no more forever.
‘AeZ all the earth fear the Lord’, let all the
inhabitants of the earth stand in awe of him;
for he spoke and it was done; he commanded,
and it stoodfast.' Ps. xxxiii. 8, 9.
In view of this signal display of the power
of God, and to our faint capacities, this mys
terious and awful manifestation of tlie will of
God, it becomes us, as a Christian people, not
only to bow with humble and reverent subm ssion, while the Lord thus passeth among
us, but to adore and praise him for mercies
past, all unobserved; and from thence learn to
trust hiin for all time to come. What a sig
nal instance is this that our Heavenly Father
has chosen by which one may be taught the
vanity of all earthly possessions; the uncer
tainty of life, and the certainty of death. How
manifestly is tlie weakness of human power
shown forth here, in opposition to the man
date of heaven; and mysterious seems that
dispensation, which has sent mourning, and
sorrow, lamentation and weeping through our
land, and unutterable grief into that familiar
circle, and around that domestic fire-side
which is now made desolate,—which was so
late the scene ofjoy,,hope, and fond anticipa
tions for the future? How can we reconcile
this, with tlie tender mercy of God which is
over all his creatures? How can we recon
cile it with the perfection of that parental love
of God which some would teach us, is so ab
sorbing that it consumes as it were and blots
out his justice, equity, and judgment? How
can we reconcile it with tlie creation of man,
that he should be brought into the world
to do, to toil, to suffer, to be raised to the
highest point of human glory, and then sud
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BISHOP M lLVAINE’s LETTERS TO DR. SEABURY. er it is or has been the statement of the rejected ap mendation. Then, my dear sir, affectionately as I pective dioceses. I have no connection with the
We intend no injustice to Dr. Seabury or to the plicant that such were the reasons of his rejection?’ do respect you, personally as well as officially—en Observer, but simply in the fact that I give it pat

One would suppose if the editor were so ready to tirely as 1 know the kindness of your nature, the ronage and recommend it to my diocese. But still
Bishop of New York, by the publication of the fol
lowing letter from the Bishop of Ohio apart from correct what he had misstated, when so authorized urbanity of your disposition, the generosity of all in doing this much I take some serious responsibilityfor
those which have preceded it. Our columns are by me, as he professes to have been—he might have vour feelings, and how exceeding far you are from its character and influence. * * * Such being the
open to the others, if circumstances render it desira found ground for so doing in the last of the above doing directly and intentionally any thing direspect- amount of my connection with this paper, I am free'
sentences, and that the above queries are the very ful or unkind toward any one, much more a brother to say that had it perpetrated on you the outrage
ble to give them publicity at the West.
expression of that desire of information which he in the ministry and episcopate—I cannot hut say, which the Churchman has on me, and had you com
Cincinnati, April 17, 1841.
would have the public suppose he is so ready to grat respectfully, that until yon have done what in your plained to me thereof, 1 should have felt bound to
Editors of the Western Episcopal Observer:—
power lies to redress the grievances which I have express to you plainly and seriously my own sense
Brethren,—On my arrival here, this urorn- ify.
eomplained of, and to prevent its recurrence, I must of the impropriety of the act, then to use my influ
If
it
be
asked
why,
since
the
editor
has
offered
to
ing, I received the number of the Episcopal Recor
consider you as very seriously involved in its blame. ence to obtain from the editors such assurance as
correct
any
error
of
fact
which
his
article
may
have
der for April 10th, containing a notice by the Bish
But I cannot doubt your just appreciation of the would afford you reason to believe that such conduct
op of the Diocese of New York, of my allusions to been supposed to occasion or countenance, ‘I have
not furnished him with a more particular statement whole matter, as soon as your attention is called would not be repeated; and in case I could not suc
him in my recent letters to the editor of the Church
of the case which he might publish ? I answer first, thereto. And therefore, with all confidence and ceed in this, I should have felt bound iri justice to
man. 1 trust there are none who know me, who do
because he knows very well I deny his article to have brotherly love, 1 remain,
you and myself, to indicate to the public that the
not also know, that the introduction to the public of
confidence on which I had recommended the paper
in it one word of truth as regards myself. The
Respectfully,
such correspondence must have been desired by me
had not been sustained. * * * As to the speci
Bishop, under whose ‘general direction and supervis
Your friend and brother,
against every feeling and wish but that of a feeling
fic degree of your responsibility (for the Church
ion he announces his paper to be, has that from me
C. P. McIlvaine,
of necessity and a wish to do what seems an abso
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.' man) I make no assertion, whether greater or less,
as plainly as words can make it. lie himself has
lute, though painful duty to the interests of truth,
it, as before shown. One would suppose that a Chris
The letter from which the above is an extract, was it is serious responsibility, and bears a strict propor
propriety, and the right kind of peace. Few persons
tian minister, unless he supposes me to have uttered strictly official. Such, I take for granted, was the tion to the influence your name was intended to give
can have been attentive readers of the Churchman
to the Churchman. It is general, and therefore ex
Leighton.
for the last two years without perceiving that I have a downright falsehood, would wait for nothing inorS, answer, and therefore proceed to extract so much
cludes nothing that goes to make up the character
had much to bear with in the manner of that paper but would be glad to publish immediately, that his from it as is necessary to show how my complaint
and influence, the evil or benefit of that paper. It
toward myself, and many, I know’, have wondered excessively injurious accusations were unfounded, was regarded. To that branch thereol which called
that the correspondent on whom he had relied had the Bishop’s attention to Dr. Seabury, as a Presbyter, cannot embrace general character and omit all the
that I kept silence so long.
elements composing that character. We are neith
THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PRESS.
The communication of the Bishop of New York, been entirely misinformed. Instead of this, I have he gave no answer expressive of any regret at the
nothing
but
the
assurance
that
when
I
authorize
and
treatment I had received, but was content to say er of us in the habit of granting much reasonableness
if unattended with explanation, is so calculated to
to that sort of speech which professes to want Chris
CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE:
produce the impression that I have held him respon enable him to correct the statement, he will do so. Se that my complaints should certainly receive his re
tianity to be taught in general, but no religion in
condly,
—
I
have
not
furnished
him
with
any
thing
spectful
attention.
It
is
now
nearly
four
months
since
sible for the course of the Churchman on very light
SATURDAY, MAY 1, 1841.
particular; and yet I would respectfully ask whether
grounds, and have caused the wdiole matter as con beyond such denial as is exhibited above, because I that was said, and I have heard nothing more about
to speak of a general responsibility for a paper and
have
no
idea
that
a
church
editor
is
tD
be
thus
toler

it,
except
the
renewed
improprieties
of
that
Presby

*#* In order to make place for the matter from nected with himself to come before the public very ated in such works as this one has been at. If a
ter towards me, which have been noticed in the to deny responsibility for any particular part of that
Bishop Mcllvaine, we are obliged to exclude several needlessly, that lest I should seem to have been sin Bishop is to be placed at the bar of public opinion
Recorder. To the other branch of my complaint, paper, be not something of the same sort?
fully
regardless
of
the
bond
of
peace
in
the
church,
communications intended for this number, together
“In conclusion, iny dear sir, I beg leave very resby
any
editor
who
chooses
to
publish
what
abusive
the Bishop, after denying that he holds the position
with notices of books on our table, and a brief re I must ask the favor of you to be a.Uowed to iac be charges he pleases against his most delicate and re
pectfuly
and kindly to rene w the complaint as con
of responsibility in which I regarded him as being,
view of a manuscript lecture of one of our most fore your readers the following account of the case. sponsible official duties, let that editor at least be
tained in my former letter.”
says,
T
am
no
more
responsible
for
the
details
of
the
In
the
Churchman
for
Nov.
7,
1840,
appeared
an
able and accomplished lecturers.
The letter from which the above is extracted
editorial article (not a mere communication, as the called upon to show cause for such charges, to state editorial management of the Churchman, than are
remarks of the editor of that paper in his last num his grounds for accusation. It is time for the Bish my brethren, for instance, of Massachusetts, Virgin was written on the 18th of Jan. last, and remains
THE ONLY FAITHFUL MINISTRY.
ber would indicate,) headed ‘ Oxford Tracts—Chari op's statement when the accuser has shown his cause. ia and Ohio, for those of tlie papers in their re still unnoticed, except so far as the letter of Bish
‘How beautiful and holy in all its perfections of ty exemplified.’ It began witli the following remarks It would be letting such indecent levities with sacred spective Dioceses which have their avowed sanc op Onderdonk to the Editors of the Recorder, in
obligation,’ observes Bishop Bloomfield, ‘is the spirit of the editor: ‘ We venture on our own responsibility, characters and offices pass too easily, were they trea tion and approbation, and are made the respective their last paper my be considered a notice. In that
ual connection which subsists between a faithful and without an opportunity of requesting the writer's ted so indulgently as the editor has expected to be Diocesan organs: or such of my brethren as have communication, the Bishop makes no allusion to
minister of Christ and the flock which he is appoint permission, to publish thefollowing extractfrom a pri treated. I frankly say, that in demanding of Dr. thought fit, in interference with the concerns of an my having considered him as responsible on any
ed to feed with the pure word of God. How many vate letter, suppressing name and date only.’ After Seabury his ground for bringing such accusations other Diocese, to avow their sanction and approba other ground than his having called the Churchman
are the methods by which that bond of affection this, though the rest of the article was extract, the against my official proceedings, instead of at once tion of a paper in that Diocese, well known to be in his official organ of communication with his Diocese.
may be more closely drawn. How various are the whole became editorial, as it has since been entitled furnishing him with a plain statement of the case, important particulars, in decided opposition to the In my first letter, that was not mentioned. In my
ways in which a faithful and vigilant pastoi may al by the editor in letters to myself. Dr. Seabury had it has been my object to have him stand disclosed be Bishop of the same, as it was to his venerable pre second it was. But if the reader will review the
fore the public in the precise position he had assum decessor, who, if I am rightly informed, became so extracts here given, he will see that that expression
ly himself to the consciences of men and promote volunteered the responsibility.
their spiritual welfare: administering instruction,
The article contained a representation of the con ed, viz: as having published on his own responsibili thoroughly convinced of its unworthiness as to With is a very small part of the ground taken; that the
reproof, consolation; becoming all things to all men; duct of a Presbyter of the Diocese of Ohio in regard ty, and with the greatest levity, statements not only draw even the appearance of giving it the least sanc Bishop’s public patronage and earnest and sweeping
that by all means he may save some; always on the to a communicant, and of the Bishop of the same in excessively injurious and wholly false, which he tion, by refusing to receive it into his house.
recommendation of the Churchman, and his being
watch for opportunities of seasonably interposing the regard to a young man applying for admission as a could give no reason for, but that, a correspondent a
‘I am not conscious of having gone further in man announced as having it under his ‘general direction
great truths and warnings of the gospel; anxiously candidate for orders. Names were suppressed, but thousand miles off had so written him in & private ifesting my approval of the Churchman, my confi and supervision', as the chief ground on which lie
alive to the symptoms of religious improvement in the face of the article needed no names to tell every letter. The interests of peace and of the church de dence in it, my desire for its extended circulation, is considered responsible. Of these he says not a
his flock, and looking to that as his strong encour one acquainted with tiie churches in Cincinnati what manded an example of the hazard of such doings.— and my adoption of it as a Diocesan organ, than my word in the late interpretation of his responsibil
agement and rich reward. Many an anxious care Presbyter was meant, and all acquainted with the And if the editor of the Churchman had stood to brethren have in reference to their respective Dioce ity.
After I had received Dr. Seabury’s second refu
does lie experience for tlie welfare of those who are Diocesan business of Ohio,what Bishop was meant. his responsibility and given his only grounds of san papers, and some of them, except in the last
endeared to him by the sacred sympathies of spirit It was no common slander, or it would have passed ciiarge, the example would have been found in him. particular, in reference to the other paper alluded to, sal to publish my communications to him with his
Singular was the difference between the editor’s which is well known to be in the interest of an op- grounds of charge, which refusal was dated Jan.
ual affinity; many a sorrow for failures in which the unnoticed by me. It accused the Presbyter of ‘per
world thinks he has no interest: many a joy also for secuting’ a devoted layman for his church. principles'; caution in assuming responsibility and hazarding the opposition party in a brother’s Diocese. But I should 11th, and after I found that Bishop Onderdonk did
blessings which he alone perceives descending upon the particulars of which persecution were called ‘dis peace of the church, when tlie question was, wheth certainly consider myself as doing a very unjust and not intend to answer my second letter to him of Jan.
the heads of those whom he loves in the Lord. And gusting details'•, the reasons assigned for it were, er he should publish the assault upon my character, very unkind thing, were I to hold those brethren 18th, I concluded to take no further steps and bring
such a shepherd is not without his recompense.’ that the layman ‘neglected to attend irregularly con or when afterwards it was, whether he should pub responsible for all that appears in the paper which nothing before the public, unless something further
* * •» ‘Such, my brethren, were the apostles. ducted services in which the text was a passage of Bun lish my letter in defence. In the first case, he recei they have thus endorsed. * * * My connection on the part of the Churchman should require.- Af
Such were the first pastors and teachers of the yan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, and accepted the doctrinal ved a private letter, which the writer would have witli that paper is nothing more than a general ap ter what he had written me about his fear of distur
church of Christ.’
views of the Oxford Tracts.’ The proceedings of the gone many a mile to keep from the press. He can proval of its sentiments and course, the adoption of bing the peace of the Church, 1 took it for granted
How cheering it is to read such sentiments from Presbyter with the layman were ridiculed under the not wait to get the permission of the latter to pub it as my official organ of communication with iny he would at least say no more about the offensive
article which led to our correspondence. I was mis
the pen of one who now fills a station, which in point name of ‘anile arguments’ and ‘old-woma.nish perse lish it, but ‘ventures on his own responsibility,’ to send Diocese, and a confidence in its editor.’
While it seemed to me that Bishop Onderdonk had taken in the man. In an editorial of February
of influence is second to none on earth. I allude to cutions.’ The former is said to have threatened ‘sus- it out to the church, with all its low and vulgar
pensionfrom the communion,’ and by his misconduct abuse, ‘suppressing only names and dates.’ In the gone very much further than any other Bishop in 13th the current of which had r.o manner df con
the bishoprick of London.
second case, be received an official letter from me, avowed responsibility for his Diocesan paper, yet 1 nection with me, or Ohio, he goes fa? out of bis
Let it not be supposed the Bishop of London to have nearly ‘heat’ the layman out of the bosom of
intended for publication, its publication requested on was willing to take his responsibility at what he had way to lay in an offensive passage out of the midst
the
church
into
that
of
Rome.
’
Having
thus
exhib

stands alone in these sentiments so dear to every
my own responsibility, asking the grounds on which estimated it, viz: such as is implied in' the degree of of the Billingsgate of that first piece. He is re
ited
the
Presbyter,
the
article
proceeds
to
show
up
disciple of Christ. Another distinguished prelate
he accused me, and expressly denying that I had ev
commending the publication of certan books and
speaks to thesame class of sentiments. We next quote the Bishop as follows: ‘What would you expect next? er heard of that which I was charged with having patronage given by other Bishops to papers in their
says ‘let us improve the time in affairs eschewing
Already
in
the
same
Diocese,
an
application
for
ad

Dioceses,
and
I
therefore
answered
as
follows:
from a charge of the Bishop of Chester. Referring
done. But now the peace of the church and respect
‘You give the fact, that certain Bishops have re all the enactions of Geneva, Gambier and Oberlin
to the fruitfulness of certain parishes and the bar mission as a candidate, backed by the canonical cer for my office have such weight with him, that he
The passage was given by him as a quotation, and
renness of others, he observes, ‘can this be traced to tificates in due form, has been repelled because it ap cannot venture to publish any of my communica commended the Episcopal Recorder, as an example intended as a taunt.
of interference with the concerns ofanother Diocese,
peared
that
the
applicant
had
declined
joining
a
lee-to

any certain cause? Is there any mode of husbandry
tions,—suppresses all, and gives for reason the fol parallel to that which I have brought to your notice.
I thought I understood the object ofsuch slants aitt
which the spirit especially blesses, so that wherever tal society and ahsente d himselffrom services where lowing: ‘If your communication were inserted,
the liturgy was dislioit ored, and if another Bishop had
But I beg to say. I cannot see any parallel here, un kept silence, aware however that my complaints to
it is practiced many are saved and added to the
not befriended, him in another Diocese, liis viewsfor the self-defence would require me to complain of its tone less it can be shown that tlie Recorder, like the tres the Bishop of New York of the conduct of his Pres
church'!’
ministry would have been effectually defeated by those and temper, to comment on its want of godly sim pass in the Churchman, interferes with the canoni byter, whatever ‘respectful consideration’ it mighl
Now mark his counsel to his clergy. ‘I recom
plicity, kindness and directness—to expose tlie cal authority of the Bishop of the Diocese in which have received, had been productive of little reform,
folks
who huzza for liberty and moderation.’
mend to you that the power, the weighty and res
groundlessness of its censures and the futility of its it is published. * * To urge that the Recorder Next came from that editor the‘Romance of Gamines',
I
would
gladly
hide
from
your
readers,
Messrs.
ponsible power committed to us in the pulpit, be
assaults—and I would not willingly be brought into has not the patronage of the Bishop of the Diocese in which besides many other pretty specimens of
Editors,
the
disgusting
sentences
which
follow
the
borne in constant view; that every sermon should be
above question, were it not due to myself that they conflict with my official superior. I may be compel will prove nothing, as to impropriety, whatever it propriety, I was charged with ‘perversion of tm
considered, as haring a work to perforin and be expected
should
be seen in the present connection. The arti led sir, to insert your communication in the Church may show as to the duly of delicate care and consid truth,’ and giving for reality what was'aoZ eren/biuito perform it; and especially that the great mystery
man, in connection with tlie present answer, but as eration in its being recommended by other Bishops. ded onfact.’ It was now time to be heard. Pa
of godliness, God manifest in the flesh, should be so cle proceeds as follows: ‘Now after prevention, fol the editor of a journal, I will not be the first to bring
It is not my opinion that Presbyters may not be right tience had had her perfect work. I sent the twe
lows
punishment
—
the
hand
which
would
refuse
to
prominently set before the people, that personal
such a discredit upon the church.’
in publishing a paper, which, because of a difference letters addressed to the Editor of the Churchman,
admit
this
new
discovered
and
strange
doctrine,
must
faith in the Redeemer be not merged in a vague ac
A Roman army on a certain expedition, being al in doctrine, the Diocese may not see fit to patronize. which were published in the Episcopal Recor
be
prompt
to
banish
it
out.
We
must
have
a
care
of
knowledgement of the redemption; or a general be
most starved, threw loaves of bread into the camp of On the contrary, I am of opinion that circumstances der, and which drew from Bishop Onderdonk his
lief in the word of God, be substituted for reliance ourselves. My dear sir, don’t you see that the spir
the enemy, to show how well they were prepared to may be well supposed, when it might seem the posi communication. There is a manifest effort in
upon Christ as the author and finisher of our salva it of Titus Oates and John Knox united, has come
among us, having great wrath.—If we hold out, hold out as long as the latter might please to invest tive duty of Presbyters to publish such a paper.— that letter of Bishop Onderdonk to make it appea;
tion. And I still find, as I hare always found, that
them. Not being very much in dread of the editor’s What is a common religious paper, issued weekly, as if J was the aggressor and had sought the newsffi
those labors are most successful and bring most shan’t webe un-Protestanted,and perchance unfrock
ed?’ Dear Mr. Churchman, let us eschew Oxford, comments, 1 answered by saying, ‘1 much regret you but a book, coming out, as books often do, in parts per exposure of this mortifying matter. Can an;
hearts into subjection, where the people are most
and fly to Geneva, to Gambier, to Oberlin—let us did not immediately print my last communication or sheets? And if no such book ought to be pub one entertain such an idea, after reading the pro
earnestly invited to look up to Christ and him cruci
disown the Fathers, and affiliate ourselves to John according to my request, and proceed to give your lished, and no Bishop can properly recommend such gress of the whole affair, as sketched in this com
fied for wisdom and righteousness, and sanctification
Bunyan, or Isaac Taylor, or Joe Smith;—let us burn grounds for the charges you iiave published against book, unless the diocesan give it his sanction, why munication? Have I not been literally bated by:
and redemption.’
Andrews, and Taylor, and Beveridge, and Wilson— me. It was to be presumed that I bad counted the not apply the same rule to all books thus unsanction paper under this Bishop’s ‘general direction and 6UWhat a noble testimony is here borne to the doc
they are not evangelical enough;—let us cast away cost of the step I Lad taken in writing it, and was ed ? But our chief publishing houses being in New pervision,’ into this public defence? Have I not bet:
trine of the cross. How can it be otherwise, but
Jewell, hang Hooker, turn out Usher, revile Laud, ready for any course you might see fit to take.’
York, the opponents of Oxford Divinity, at least, assailed repeatedly and disgracefully and in the mos
that the church of Christ should prosper in the best
The request was renewed that the editor would would not relish such a stretch of Episcopal prerog audacious and indecent manner by his editor, whos
blackc-n Collier, and hang Hickes;—let us rebut
of gifts, when her chief pastors blow the gospel
course lie could at any moment have restrained
Bull, call Barrow an unclean beast, and wash our publish my last letter, and that he would add his ative.
trumpet, at the head of the sacramental host, with
‘But you say the Episcopal Recorder is in decided until silence became a sin against the peace of tls
bands of Waterland;—let us ken not Ken, disclaim own answer, my reply, and the ground of charge.—
a sound so certain? Always, observes Bishop Sum
opposition to the Bishop of the Diocese, and in the Church? To attempt to lay on me the odium of ll"
kindred with Cosin, and all other sons of the church; He answered as follows:
ner, have souls been saved in greatest numbers,
let us make our moderation known unto all men but
interests of an opposition party. Now this I have publicity of the matter, after all the publications (
‘
My
objection,
to
comply
with
your
request
to
in

where Christ has been preached in greatest clearness.
churchmen;—let us cast away our rags of popery sert your communication of Dec. 9, are by no means no reason to believe, except in every case where, as the Churchman, will not succeed with sensible pec
Most cordially, from our humble sphere of observa
—the Prayer-book furthest—to the moles and bats, removed, now that the request is repeated andexten- in New York for example, a number of clergymen ple.
tion, do we bear our testimony to the same truth.
and endeavor to purge our vision with that newly ded so as to embrace another communication of near differ on important points of doctrine from the Bish
Bishop Onderdonk expresses surprise that I shorn
We have observed the effect of this mode of ministe
invented patent unction, which enables folks to
ly equal length, and containing several further mis op, such dissentients are tobe considered as an oppo have considered him responsible for the conduct)
rial duty on different classes of minds; and the same
apprehensions and erroneous inferences, which, be sition party against him. For this, so far as I know, the Churchman towards me. I beg to say that I ba'
‘See light where wiser men are blind,
blessed result has always followed. A vague, gen
cause they are wrong, I would not seem to sanction is the whole case of the Recorder. That its doc been by no means singular in this. I could name!
As pigs are said to see the wind.’
eral style of preaching, dealing in laudatory strains
trines in some respects are at variance with those of him several of his brother-bishops, who have inter
in reference to tlie Bible, its history, biography, po Then, perchance, we may find favor in the eyes of without correction, and because they are trifling,
that much respected divine, the Bishop of Pennsyl pretated liis position precisely as I have done; or
I
would
not
needlessly
take
the
trouble
to
correct.
’
etry, precept and promise, freezes the hearts of the the-------- conclave, and not be visited with its bruThus ended my correspondence with Dr. Seabury, vania, and in those respects, as others, are zealously of whom, on seeing the last itnpropiety of th!
people: and if to this be added an everlasting anthem tumfulmen.'
(though so far as I know, always respectfully) men Churchman, wiote to the Editor requesting that lit
Such was the matter for which the edilor of the concerning that matter. Soon after my first letter
of praise to our scriptural liturgy, primitive order
tioned, there is no question. But certainly there is should send him his paper no more, giving its rude
to
that
gentleman,
I
brought
his
conduct
before
the
and apostolic succession, the preacher being here Churchman was ready to assume the whole respon
as little question whether there is not such a thing ness towards Bishops of the Church and especial’
close and evidently at home, in his theme, and as sibility. It led me to address a letter to that gentle Bishop, in two ways; first as the conduct of a Pres
allowed
and even provided for in the church, as dif towards me, as his reason; of which letter he set
byter
of
his
Diocese
towards
a
Presbyter
and
a
Bish

minute and specific, as he was before vague and gen man, requesting his grounds for making such asser
ference of opinion between a Presbyter and bis Bish a copy to Bishop Onderdonk saying that he eon,
eral, on scripture doctrine. The church sinks under tions concerning my official acts, at the same lime op of the Diocese of Ohio: secondly, as that ol the
op on points of doctrine and polity, without either not hut regard him as involved in the blame. I hai
cold orthodoxy, and becomes barren and unfruitful. that I denied the truth of the assertion concerning editor of a journal, of which the Bishop is the avow
had repeated expressions of the same kind f/oi
being in any improper sense opposed to the other.
ed
patron
and
supporter.
Under
the
latter
branch
Now we by no means object to, but earnestly in the Presbyter of Cincinnati.
‘Still I have no idea but that any recommendation great number and variety of clerical brethre:
But since the editor of the Churchman has not on of my official complaint, after stating the notorious
sist upon the duty of acquainting our people with
of a religious paper—must imply some responsibil When in New York last summer and when muc
the distinctive principles of our own communion, but ly declined publishing my letter and giving any of connection of the Bishop of New York with the
ity for the character of that paper. A general re the worst of the case had not appeared I was a;
we deprecate what is falsely called ‘sound church- his grounds for accusation, but has in a recent arti Churchman, which in a few days afterwards was
sponsibility and therefore embracing all the particu sured by several of the clergy of New York tin
made
more
conspicuous
by
the
prospectus
of
a
new
cle
stated
that
he
a'-sured
me
of
‘
his
willingness
to
manship,’ unless we see ii connected with evangeli
lars, (all genera being made up of species) and em they felt indignant at the course of the Churchina:
cal views of scripture truth. We want no specific give me anyinformation in his power, should 1 signi volume, being headed with the announcement that
bracing no particulars so emphatically as those of towards me arid could not but regard their Bislips
cliurchmanship and general Christianity; nor care fy a wish to that effect, and of his willinguess ulso to it was under the Bishop’s ‘general direction and su
the editorial articles. It may be a responsibility of as being, by liis strong patronage of that pape'
pervision,
’
and
merited
his
entire
confidence,
and
remove
any
injurious
impression,
or
correct
any
error
we much to see our ministry enlarged with men who
the slightest possible degree; nevertheless it is a involved in the blame of its improprieties, Oi
was
recommended
by
him
to
be
received
by
every
with ease can rectify a rubrical error, but are utterly of fact which the editorial of Nov. 7 may have been
serious one. These remarks lead me to the paper Presbyter, and lie very far from being else (ban
at a loss when asked to assist a laboring conscience. supposed to occasion or countenance,’ as soon as lie family in his Diocese, I proceeded in my official
published in this diocese. You think your respon friend of Bishop Onderdonk’s, took opportunity:
The church is ‘the pillar and ground of the truth’; is desired and authorized to do so by myself—-(I quote capacity to write to that Bishop as follows :
‘Now, my dear sir, there Can be no such thing as sibility, for the Churchman does not warrant the say to me that lie had heard that I intended to ho;
we like this pillar to be conspicuous and this ground his letter to me which he refers to in his late arti
language of my former letter, because you do not him responsible for the behaviour ofthe Churchma:
to be firm, but above all and more than all, that they cle.)— And since from this it might be supposed that official patronage without official responsibility. I
think it greater than I sustain for what is now called and hoped I would do so, or else others must do
can
imagine
no
object
in
having
a
religious
journal
should both bear aloft ‘the truth’ of the glorious gos I have never expressed to him a desire for this very
the Western Episcopal Observer. In this compai ison, for me. Similar views of the responsibilty are |>
pel, and especially that truth to which the Bishop of information and have never given him the means of considered as being under the patronage of the Bish
you are, in my view, mistaken- You have just pub pressed in the last number of Dr. Hawk’s Chuff
Chester so happily alludes in his charge, before quo correcting his unfounded statement, I will here quote op of a Diocese, unless it be to afford the greater se
lished that the Churchman is your ‘official organ.’ Record, p. 207. It is painful and mortifying to „
ted. But why enlarge upon this topic, for who ever a portion of iny first letter to him, in which I make curity that it shall be properly conducted, not only
I have never used such language concerning the Ob these things; but necessity is laid on me—the offent
lawards
its
own
Diocese,
but
all
Dioceses;
not
only
the
following
queries:
‘
On
what
ground
do
you
bring
knew a man, whose heart was full of love to Christ
server.
1 ?.sc that paper for an organ of communica has come; I am willing that any should judge I1
towards
its
own
Bishop,
but
towards
all
Bishops
of
and the perishing souls of his fellow men, that ever the Bishop of Ohio into any official connection with
tion
with
my diocese, and so do booksellers with whom it has come.
unduly elevated the externals of religion and depres the case of the rejected applicant ? Did the appli the Church. You have endorsed the Churchman, their customers; but such use gives me as them, no
Bishop Onderdonk says ‘it is very obvious’ thi
that
it
may
gain
confidence
and
currency.
Thus
cation
ever
come
officially
before
him
?
On
what
sed its essentia! truths ? Penetrate the pastor’s soul
in the manner in which I hold him responsibly ft
responsibility.
But
not
only
is
the
Churchman
you
have
given
it
the
greater
power
of
doing
injury
with the sword of the spirit, that blessed weapon ground have you published that the applicant was re
styled your ‘official organ,’ but you have also pub the conduct of the editor of the Churchman, I hai
which, the deeper it wounds the more it gives life, pelled either by the Bishop or the Standing Commit as well as good. If it prove false, if it become inju
lished that it is under your ‘general direction and su him (the Bishop) ‘in my eye in my solemn charge
rious,
the
endorser
is
liable.
Under
these
circum

tee,
because
he
had
declined
joining
a
tec-total
society,
and his preaching will be in accordance with those
pervision.
’ Now the Observer is, in no sense, under of enmity to God’s truth and departure from h
stances,
I
come
to
you
for
remedy.
The
proper
re

and absented himself, fyc. dfC. As I have supposed
breathings of the pious muse:
gospel,’ made against that Editor. This is Vef
myself acquainted with all the reasons governing lations between your Diocese and mine have been my direction and supervision, oxcept as the clergy
‘Ere since by faith I saw the stream
gratuitous. It is what, in military teachers, wool
men
conducting
it
are
so,
by
virtue
of
diocesan
rela

grossly
violated
----the
peace
and
love
which
ought
such cases since I have been in Ohio, and the reasons
Ilis flowing wounds supply,
be called a diversion. The reader needs no help t
you have stated as having governed in this case are to prevail between our respective churches have tions.
Redeeming love has been my theme,
‘Thus there seems to be a very important difference understand that when a person under-writes the cor.
so new that I never thought of them before as in any been seriously endangered by a journal which pleads
And shall be, till I die.’
duct of another and is therefore held responsible R
wise connected with it, I must particularly ask wheth your name as its voucher, and security and recom between our connection with the papers of our res

©be (Episcopal ©bscrucr.

®t,e Itksttin Episcopal ©bscvuev.
that conductj it does not follow that the under-wri deceased brother and honored Magistrate, the late lest ye also, being lead away with the error of
ter is charged with being personally as bad as the President of these United States, we thy sinful the wicked, fall from your steadfastness. But
person he has vouched for may turn out to creatures desire to humble ourselves under thy grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our

ensuing year. In pursuance of this constitutional
provision, the act of Congress of March 1st, 1792,
sec. 9, declared that in case of a vacancy in the
office, both of President and Vice President, the
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. To him be President of the Senate pro tempore, and in case
there should be no President of the Senate, then the
glory, both now and for ever. Amen;
Speaker of the House of Representatives, for the
time being, should act as President until the vacancy
was supplied.’
The Gospel, Mark XIII, 33.
Hon. Samcel L. Southard of New-Jersey having
Take ye heed, watch and pray: for ye been recently chosen President pro tern, of the
know not when the time is. For the Son of Senate, is now of course ci officio Vice President of
the United Slates.

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Belfast!
Ireland, to his friend at Harrisburg, dated Jan. 31.
‘We have been all in an uproar in Belfast, caused
by the visit of O’Connell, to make a Repeal demon
stration. You will see great puffs as to his success
in the ‘repeal’ papers, but the truth is, it was a com
plete failure, as he was not supported by twenty
respectable merchants or traders. O’Connell is do
ing great mischief, as he is dividing the country into
a Catholic and a Prirtestant party, more effectually
than was ever done by the Orange ascendancy, and
agitating the community on a question which he
knows right Well can never be carried, unless by open
rebellion.’

NOTICE.
EPISCOPAL

WORSHIP.

FP.EE SITTINGS.

There will be Episcopal Worship at the Church
at the corner of Ninth and Elm streets,' on next
Sunday afternoon, at half past 4 o’clock. The Rev.
Dr. Colton will preach.
May I.

In Bishop Onderdonk’s late communication to mighty hand, and in this, as in all thy ways, to
the Recorder, is the following paragraph. ‘In the acknowledge that Mercy and Truth, do meet to
bishop’s second letter tome and in his communica gether in tny doings to the children of men,
tion to your paper, stress is laid on the Churchman’s while righteousness and judgment are the habitbeing announced as my official organ of communi arion of thy throne. Not as Our ways, are thy
NOTICE,
i
cation with my diocese. • * * Nothing more is
The annual meeting of the Western AcaDemY or
ways; nor as our thoughts are thine. In the | man is as a man taking a far journey who left, his :
herein meant than that the Churchman is the medi
National Science, now the Section of Natural His
um though which appointments ond other official mat midst of life we are in death, but thou art from , house, and gave authority to his servants, and 1
BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.
toiy, will be held in the hall of the Mechanics’ Insti
GLEANINGS.
ters are announced to my diocese.' True; but is this everlasting. We come up and are cut down as J to every man his work, and commanded the
tute, on Monday Evening, May 3d.
A Committee-of the Stockholders of this
all that is meant by the other public announcement, a flower, but thou remainest and thy years shall ' porter to watch. Watch ye therefore; for ye institution have for some time been engaged in ma Joseph C. Neal, Esq., editor of the Pennsylvanian,
As part of the business of the meeting, ah ad
is
about
to
visit
Europe
for
the
restoration
of
im

in which I had insisted much more, viz; that the not fail. Of whom may we seek for succor but I,! know not when the master of the house com- king a thorough investigation of its concerns and paired health. Mr. Neal is highly respected in this dress will be delivered by Prof. J. A. Wasplit
condition. They have finished their task, and
Churchman is ‘under the general direction and super
eth, at even, or at midnight, or at the cock- made a detailed report on Monday, before a crowded city, and by none more than the conductors of the
Members of the Cincinnati Society for the Pro
vision’ of the Bishop of New York, has Ids entire con of thee, 0 Lord, who for our sins art justly dis-' crowing, or in the morning; Lest coming and intensely interested auditory of Stockholders. different presses. His talents, urbanity and gentle motion of Useful Knowledge and the public general
fidence and is recommended most earnestly to every pleased. Teach us, in the bereavement where-, suddently, he find you sleeping. And what Their Report treats with entire freedom the conduct manly professional intercourse, have won for him ly, are respectfully invited to attend.
of Directois, Officers and Agents of tlie Bank, char common regard. He will carry with him the best
family in his diocese? If all this means that the with thou hast afflicted us, meekly to adore, and i I say unto you, Isay unto all, Watch.
Exercises to commence at half past 7, P. Mi
acterizing some of them as in the highest degree wishes of all for a restoration of health and safe re
Bishop’s responsibility of the paper is only as it is faithfully to profit by thy chastening will. Thou '
By order of the President.
exceptionable and reckless of the inerests instrus- turn to his friends and his country.
The Governor of Pennsylvania has vetoed the
a medium through which he issues notices to his dio
ted
to
their
charge.
In
particular,
it
speaks
of
the
hast not dealt with us according to our sins. To j
large allowances made to Mr. Jaudon and others for Bank Bill which passed both Houses of the Legis
SOUTH-WESTERN CONVOCATION.—MINUTES.
cese, be it so, and let it be known; but I must se
To Parents.
,
services in negotiating loans for the Bank as ex lature. The bill was subsequently taken up in the
riously demur to such use of our plain English. No us, 0 Lord, belongeth confusion of face, and to ,
HE second half session of the subscriber's
Thursday morning April ii), 1841.
travagant and ruminous. Mr. Biddle, Mr Coperth- Senate and lost for want of a two-thirds majority.
all
the
people
of
this
land,
for
we
have
sinned
I
Ffteen
senators
voted
for
the
bill,
and
thirteen
School commenced on Monday, 26th ult
one without the aid of this interpretation, imagined
At the call <Jf the Bishop, the South-Western waite and others, come in for a share in these rep
it.
Instruction will he given in Greek, Latin, French.
that such only was the meaning. The interpreta and done wickedly, and have rebelled against Convocation met at the office of the Western Epis rehensions, which are not sparing of names, motives against
The
damage
sustained
from
the
late
freshet
by
the
Mathematics,
and the usual branches of an English
tion, however, being now given, let it be sent out thee, even by departing from the precepts of thy ; copal Observer, Cincinnati, on Thursday morning, or specifications. Finally, the Committee state north branch extension of the Canal, from Athens Education.
present condition of the Bank as follows:—
to Lackaxvana, Pennsylvania, a distance of ninety
in company with the text upon the piece of the judgments; neither have we hearkened to thy April 13th. The meeting was opened with prayer
J he number o( pupils wifi he limited, and th.os*'
The United States Bank,
Dk.
miles, will amount, it is said, to $29,(100. The guard intended for any of the Eastern Colleges, will have
Churchman. When the Editor again publishes the
by
the
Rev.
Mr.
Payne.
The
Rev.
Mr.
Brooke,
word, to walk in the laws which thou hast set .
By Circulation, old and newBank, and
lock and bank of the Canal at Towonda,- is also opportunity of persuing a course of study, strict!;
Bishop’s recommendation, and that he is the gen
Post Notes
-511,22,659 injured to the amount of $8000.
preparatory for those institutions.
before us. We render unto thee most hearty ! the Rev. Dr. Colton, the Rev. Mr. Payne, and the
eral director and supervision of the paper, let him
“
Loensin
Europe,
due
in
1841,
’
2,
’
5,
A youth, named Barber, residing at Reading,
For particulars, apply to the subsciber at. his
Rev. Mr. Guion were present.
and
’
7
12,575,002
Pa.,
was
accidentlly
drowned
on
Sunday
last,
at
honestly explain that this is to oe understood as thanks for all the benefits vouchsafed to us in the
school
room, Sixth street, (southside) between Vine
The minutes of the last meeting were read and
“
Bonds
in
Europe,
due
in
1841
and
’
’
3
502,222
Poplar
Neck
Ferry.
The
terry
rope
caught
him
and
Walnut.
.
meaning only that the Bishop uses it as his medium good example and faithful public services of approved.
“ Balance due U. S., principal and in
while crossing in a canal boat, and pitching him in
E. SMITH BROOKSj.
ot issuing notifications, and such like to his diocese. our late venerated President, and we beseech thee
terest
....
On motion, the Convocation adjourned to meet
633,644 the stream he was drowned before assistance could
references.
Then all will understand. But all who, before this
“ Balances due State Bank,(mainly in
be rendered him.
.to sanctify unto this nation the afflicting provi to-morrow morning, at 10 o’clock.
Judge Este,
S. W. Pomeroy, Esq.'
Philadelphia)
- - 6,334,221
An
attempt
was
made
at
Baltimore,
on
Tuesday
interpretation, supposed that such unearnest and
Friday morning, April 16.
Rev. H. V. D. Johns, N. Longworth, Esq.
“ Deposits at U. S. Bank and agencies 3,164.354 morning, to burn down the Trades Union Hall; but,
entire recommendation of the paper, accompanied dence which has taken him away. For all the
Rev. C. Colton,
E. D. Mansfield, Esq.
Convocation met at the office of the Western “ Unclaimed dividends to Stockholders
31,387 owing to a providential discovery, the damage done
with the words ‘under the general direction and su sins wherein we have at any time provoked thy Episcopal Observer.
H. Starr, Esq.
‘‘ Guaranty to Miclu of bonds of Morris
was not great.
May
1st,
1841.
pervision’ of the Bishop of New York meant much wrath and merited thine indignation, bring us to
Canal Co.
;
1,941,750
Letters from Richmond, Va., state that the banks
The meeting was opened with prayer by the Presi
“ Guaranty of bonds of Planters’ Bank
of that city have suspended specie payments on all
more, ought to be leniently dealt with. Their mis unfeigned repentance.
Deliver us henceforth dent.
of Miss.
...
. 550,000 their responsibilities.
take may be pardoned.
from all undue confidence in the wisdom and
Drake, the murderer of Mr. James Scott and fam
On motion.
Now, gontlemen, I have done my sorrowful and
IJOKKII L Se TBJEIVEK,
Total Liabilities of the Bank $36,959,540 ily in Southampton county, Va., some few months
Resolved, That the President be requested, during
mortifiving duty. May I never be again put to the strength of man. In thee only let us put our
since, has been tried, and tlie jury brought in a Sign, House & Ornamental Painters, and Glaziers.
The
United
States
Bank,
C
r.
trust. Bestow on us such dread of thy judg the present session, in accordance with the by-laws, By gross amount of active Assets
like pain and grief Siich controversies I loathe.
HE attention of merchants and others is res
$12,187,111 verdict of guilty of murder in the first de
to assign to each member of the Convocation the
pectfully invited to their beautiful style of
I remain affectionately
- 8,799,801 gree.
ments, such love for thy precepts and such grati district in which his assigned missionary duty shall “ do. of Suspended Debt
One
hundred
and
fifty-six
children
recently
Signs, which they are prepared to furnish at short
“ do. of Stocks on hand, excep U. S. B. 8,567,300 arrived at St. Louis, all under twelve years of
Your friend and brother,
tude for thy mercies, that our heart may be both be discharged during the remaining part of the con- “ do deposited as security for loans in
notice and on better terms than can he had at any
CIIARLELS P. McILVANE.
other shop in the city.
Europe
...
- 14,489,906 age.
afraid and ashamed to offend thee. Save us from vocational year.
Thomas
Dunlap,
Esq.
has
resigned
the
office
of
Particular attention paid to repainting gentlemen’s
“ do on hand at London Agency
- 3,106,871 President of the Bank of the United States. James
The Convocation then adjourned till 4 o’clock, ‘ in the hands of AIsop & Brown, spe
all
internal
strifes
and
dissensions,
and
from
the
residences
with neatness and dispatch.
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
For sale, Mixed Paints, Glass, Putty, Vkrnish,
cial agents
. 2,724,815 Martin, of the firm of Thomas & Martin, was elec
sins of profaneness and unbelief. Make us to P. M.
ted
President;
but
declined
the
appointment.
Col.
“ due from the State of Pennsylvania 287,487 Drayton was then chosen and will serve. Several Turpentine. Oil, &c.
4 o’clock, P. M.
OHIO.
feel our entire dependence on thy power and care
Shop on West Fourth Street, betweem Main and
“ Bonds and Mortgages
... 819,906
Convocation met pursuant to adjournment.
also resigned.
Walnut,three doors.east of St. Paul’s Chutcln,.,
“ Real Estate Banking House
3,663,674 Director?
TO THE CLERGY AND LAITY OF THE PROTESTANT to protect and preserve us, and on thy tender
'J'he
National
Gazette
says:
We
regret
to
an

Rev. II. V. D. Johns appeared and took his seat. “ Balance with European Agencies
Cincinnati, Feb. 10, 1841.
7.3m
- 378,195 nounce the decease ot Dr. Samuel Calhoun, profes
EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE DIOCESE OF mercy to comfort and prosper us in this world.
The President reported tlie following subdivision “ Foreign Bills of Exchange
-. 557,848 sor of Materia Medica in the Pennsylvania College.
RS.
WOOD
will
give
instructions
in
land
- 8,714,800
OHIO.
Let not the foot bf pride eonle near to hurt us, of the South-Western Con vocational District, and “ Balances due from State Banks
scape, figure, and miniature drawing, , and
“ Notes of State Banks
... 1,101,102 He expired on Wednesday morning, after a short
'assignment
of
the
brethren
to
their
several
fields
of
illness
will also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth
Dear Brethren,—We have learned with nor the hand of the ungodly to cast us down.—
“ Specie on hands at Bank and Agen
Mr. John Paine, of Thomaston, dropped down street, between Vine and Walnut streets. A fe.w of
cies
....
2,171,723
heart-felt pleasure,that the President of the U. Be favorable to thy people who turn to thee in missionary labor.
dead
in
the
street
on
the
5th
inst.
He
was
in
good
“ Resulting Balances to the Bank
697,429 health, and at the time was conversing with a gen her paintings may be seen at the Exhibition of the
Rev. IJ. V. D. Johns, Hamilton and Clermont.
States lias recommended that the, 14th of May prayer and fasting, for thou art merciful and gra
Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Office;
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in all the parishes of the same, On Friday, the Father, to raise us from the death of sin unto material sections.
Board in the Seminary, irtiluding washing, fuel,
were also taken at the Odeon, but to what extent we of which would have caused his death. On the
§9. And be it further enacted, That incase of the are not aware.
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The New Orleans Picayune says that difficulties guages, are taught, for which there is an extra
fear thee, saying Come, ye blessed of my
§10. Whenever the offices of President and Vice themselves: 7 by cutting their throats; 8 bv drown are apprehended among the Indians on our western charge.
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it is herein otherwise directed.
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happiness was in them, the privation of luxuries casionally passed during any short interval of attention to the early nurture of the mind.’ He
NEW and valuable remedy for the cure of
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and expenses they were accustomed to, would be peace, for offices of necessity, of business, or of foresaw the influence of the training of infancy
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assured, for the mothers of some of cur rude In ters did not want these vanities; that these su fectly well bred as to be be desirous of keeping liberty. Trying, as she is, in her own isolated
Works of God.—Creation; providence; redemp- ers, who have become acquainted with its nature and
effect,—among which are the following:
dian tribes, under the impulse of pique towards perfluities were their playthings, not their bliss; well with neighbors on both sides the bounda sphere, the mighty experiment, whether a repubThe church: the sanctuary: [From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1840.]
that
they
dressed
themselves,
and
dressed
their
their husbands, to desert their children at a peri
lie can ever be permanent; standing in need, as the scriptures: the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap
ry.
The following is an extract from an article in that
tism; confirmation: Lord's supper.
paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus Concionatorum,’ or
od when the tender affection and fostering care of houses, and dressed their tables to meet his wish
They are invited to intimacy by the gratifica she does, of all the checks which she can com
Doctrines, Privileges, and Duties of the Christian. Bronchitis, by Frank 11. Hamilton, Professor of
these natural guardians are most especially re es and become his station: but attaching no im tions held out by the one, and the reputation con mand to civil faction, cupidity and restless com —Commandments: fall of man; repentance; faith: Materia Medica and General Pathology in Geneva
prayer; praise; hope; joy.
Medical College:
quired. The instinctive tenderness of the ma portance to either. And if he knew this when ferred by the other; present indulgence tempts on petition; rich in resources, and therefore in dan love:
Christ. — Our prophet; our high priest; our king;
The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture, also now used
ternal bosom seems at such moments to be mer he is getting moneys as well as when he is losing the left, future hope on the right. The present ger from her own power; in danger from the very our example.
so extensively for this affection by clergymen,
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God.
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Affliction;
death;
judgment;
it,
mammon
would
lose
his
strongest
bold
on
ma

belongs to the same class of stimulating expector
ged in a jealous desire to revenge personal inju
good, however, is generally too powerful a com excess of her own happiness, from that knowl eternity; heaven; hell.
ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me
ries, and their innocent offspring are regarded ny a generous bosom. The hours of toil would petition for the future. They not only struggle edge which is the birthright of her people, unless
Pasts and Festivals of the Church.—Christmas; dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration,
Friday; Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun does not impair the tone of the stomach. Ot this
rather as the representatives of the offending be abridged, the cankering anxiety would be stay to maintain their own interest in both countries, there go forth with it amoral purity, guarding the Good
day; Godhead, or Trinity Sunday.
medicine We feel at liberty to speak, since its com
father, than as parts of their own nature. Ac ed, and ambition itself be made ashamed. None but are kindly desirous of accommodating all dif unsheathed weapon; let this, our dear country,
'Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; new year; position is not held from the Profession, and we
death
of
a
teacher,
death
of
a
scholar;
Sunday
tuated by this guilty and passionate desire to hut the most sordid spirits will covet wealth that ferences between the belligerent powers. Their not slight the humblest instrument that may ad schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents, hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give it to
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend
wreak vengeance on their husbands, the Indian no body values, and vanities that no body cares situation as borderers, gives them great local ad vance her safety, nor forget that the mother, collects.
it, having employed it in our own case, and in the
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cases
of many others with decided benefit.’
females have been known to consign their tender for. Yet many a woman, must I say Christian vantages on both sides. Though they keep on kneeling by the cradle-bed, hath her hand upon
It lias been the author's aim to give a consecutive
To all whom it may concern: This may certify
babes to the appalling -loneliness of the wide woman, sees her husband’s health endangered, the same good terms with both, they have the the ark of a nation.—Mrs. Sigourney's Letters to view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu that 1 have examined the Rev. 1. Covert’s ingre
tions of Christianity, and of those of our church in dients, com pounded under the name of t he Balm of
spread prairie, there to perish gradually by linger his peace of mind disturbed, and above all, his useful and engaging talent of seeming to belong Mothers.
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement of Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula
spiritual
interests
neglected,
for
the
acquisition
each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His aim ted to relieve persons of all ages and sexes afflicted
ing famine, or to he devoured by wild and fero
exclusively to that party in which they happen
has
been to state what he conceives to be the obvi with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs and
EARLY
RISING.
of this world’s good; and never lets him see that to find themselves.
cious beasts.
ous sense of Scripture,while he has endeavored, in windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing,
BY LADYT1.0KA HASTINGS.
consideration of their design and use, to give them and pains in different parts of the chest, if adminis
An American female missionary at ----------- , she loathes the trumpery which deprives her of
Their chief difficulty arises when they happen
all the interest he could by making them simple but tered under suitable circumstances and in appropri
Get up, little sister; the morning is bright,
in Nov. 1832, had a tender baby of a few weeks her intercourse with him, and him of his inter to meet the inhabitants of both territories to
ate doses.
JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
And the birds are all singing to welcome the light; not puerile; illustrative, but not low.
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be
Physician and Surgeon.
old brought to her on one occasion by its mother, course with God.—Caroline, Fry.
gether ; yet so ingenious are they in the art of The buds are all opening—the dew’s on the flower:
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex
Auburn, August 31,1838.
who had been cast off by her husband. Having
trimming, that they contrive not to lose much If you shake but a branch, see there falls quite a position, illustration and improvement of the sub
THE CHRISTIAN COTTAGER.
This certifies that having examined the Rev. I.
ject—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects, yet Covert
shower.
been incapacitated by the effects of a violent fe
ground with either.
s Balm of Life, in all its component parts,
favorable, as he conceives, to the incipient develope we do ’believe
Then, as the wary pilot tries
it to be one ot the best compounds
ver, from giving to her infant the nutriment es
When alone with one party, they take care nev By the side of their mothers, look, under the trees. ments of the mind, by clearing the view of all ex for toughs, chronic
To land his bark on safest shores,
inflammations, etc., of which
traneous
matter,
that
especially
which
is
piurely
pecially prepared by God for the delicate diges
er to speak warmly of the absent. With the How the young fawns are skipping about as they speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form we have any knowledge, and do most cordially re
This treasur’d wisdom of the skies,
The parent’s anxious heart explores; —
tive organs of the little one, she begged the mis
please;
worldly they smile, and perhaps goodnaturedly
from the wish to commit the heart of the childlot commend its use to all afflicted with the above
Some touching, simple page to find,
expressions before God, which, under the divine named J.diseases.
sionary to take and feed it, adding that she did not
W. DANIELS, M. D., ? „ ..
shake their headsat some little scruples, and some And by all those rings on the water, I know
Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and seSuch as might win the infant mind.
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., ( balinaThe fishes are merrily swimming below.
love it because its father had deserted her. Soon
ciye
more
lastingly
in
the
mind,
the
truth
on
each
excess
of
strictness
in
the
absent
party,
though
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga.
Nor sought he long, for though there lie,
Sabbath declared. He has not restricted himself to
after, the offending husband came with a new
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldvviusville.
The bee, I dare say, has been long on the wing,
they do not go the length of actual censure.
Plung’d in the abyss of mystery,
the language of David, for wa of matter sufficiently
The nature of the composition of the Rev. 1. Cov
wife, when the Christian teacher inquired of him
pertinent to his design, but he conceives that the
(Like gems in deepest caverns found)
When with the religious colony, they tenderly To get honey from every flower of the spring;
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained to
use
of
the
‘
Te
deum,
’
and
the
‘
Benefficite,
’
in
the
For
the
bee
never
idles,
but
labois
all
day,
Depths,
for
the
deepest,
too
profound;
if he did not mean to take charge of the babe and
lament the necessity imposed upon them of be
the following medical gentlemen, they have consen
And thinks, wise little insect, work better than church services, supports him in the latitude he has ted that they may be referred to as authority for its
Yet float upon that sacred sea
its mother. He expressed perfect nonchalance
taken in their construction.
ing obliged to associate so much with neighbors
play.
The flowers of sweet simplicity—
In making the canticle and subsequent prayer utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases of
as to the fate of the latter, but desired that his
mutually refer to the truth stated in the exhortation pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies
Flowers, perfum'd well by breath of Ileav’n, from whom, they confess there is not much to
child might be attended to carefully by the mis
he designs that the association in the child’s mind is indicated.
be learned, while they own there is something to The lark’s singing gaily; it loves the bright sun,
To simplest minds profusely given;
And rejoices that now the gay spring is begun;
D. M. Ref.se, M. D,-Professor of Theory and
shall be, if pos ible, sufficiently striking Io leave a
sionary family. The neglected and despised wife
be feared; but as they are quite sure their incli
lie sought not long—for soon his eye
For the spring is so cheerful, I think ’twould be comparatively clear conception of what if has been Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col
Lights on the moving history,
became infuriated with anger and jealousy, and
lege.
taught.
nation is not of the party, they trust there is no
wrong
I 1 the prayers the author has desired to make use
Where He, the guilty world's high Lord,
J. M’Nauchton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy
to thwart his wishes, whose love she could no
great danger. They regret that as they must live If we do not feel happy to hear the lark’s song.
of the language of the Book ot Common prayer, and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
By infant cherubim ador’d,
where
he
possibly
could;
wherein
lie
has
failed,
he
longer hope to regain, she carried off the unfortu
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
on terms with the world, they cannot, without a Get up; for when all things are merry and glad,
Bade little children come and rest
has aimed at some humble imitation. Besides the
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
nate little one. Trembling for its life, the Chris
sad singularity to which ridicule would attach, Good children should never be lazy and sad;
appropriate use of the book, it is respectfully sug
Their heads upon his hallow’d breast.
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
gested
to
parents
whether
it
might
not
be
used
as
tian lady bent her knee in prayer to her Heavenly
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D.,
Finished the tale—the holy man
avoid some of their manners and customs. Thus For God gives us daylight, dear sister, that we
a Sabbath evening exercise with their children to Albany.
May
rejoice
like
the
lark,
and
may
work
like
the
bee.
Father, beseeching him to he very watchful over
To school his little tribe began;
they think it prudent to indulge in the same hab
some profit: especially on those Sabba.hs when the
From tbe Rev. D. More.—In 1S25 my lungs be
At once arose that childish band,
children have been prevented by the weather, or any
the safety of the worse than motherless babe ;—
its of luxurv and expense; to conform to many
came seriously diseased, and continued so for nearly
other cause from attending school.
At once they seized his wither’d hand,
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fourteen
years; and about six years since 1 was at
the petition was not offered in vain—after a fort
of the same practices, doubtful at the best; and
The above excellent work or Sunday Schools may
And bade him guide them on the road
tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned
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be
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ot
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night or three weeks, the parent and child return
to attend on some places of diversion, for which
me much pain and distress, attended by difficult
That leads to happiness and God.
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breathing and pains in various parts of the chest.
ed again to the dwelling of the missionary, and
Oh! if there be whose scornful eyes
indeed they profess no great relish, and which for
In March last 1 purchased a bottle of Rev. 1. Co
St. James’ ISall.
Arrangements having been made to publish the
the former tendered the little sufferer to the lady’s
The poor man's simple joysdespise,—
the sake of propriety, are rather submitted to Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal
vert’s Balm of Lite, and the effect lias been, that my
NEAR BRISTOL, BUCKS COUNTY, I’A.
J would they had been there to see
breathing is about as before 1 was taken, my chronacceptance, saying she must take it, or leave it to
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
than enjoyed.—H. More.
Rev. A. F. Dobb, A. M., Principal.
bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and
What are the joys of poverty;
close of the present volume in December next, the
perish. The appeal was not made in vain,—the
The public are respectfully informed that the du the pains' of the chest have subsided. I have great
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
To count the precious tears which start,
FORTITUDE
EXEMPLIFIED
IN
WOMAN.
confidence
in the Balm of Life, and think it a good
child, discarded from its natural home in the bo
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed ties of this Institution will be resumed as usual, on
Warm from the poor man’s pious heart.
and safe medicine.
Monday, the second day of November.
Mrs.
B
----------,
a
lady
whose
gentleness
at
the
Western
Church
Press,
Cincinnati.
som of a heathen parent, found a second and hap
DAVID MORE.
He weeps to see the breathing page
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable
The change of location to point so central to
arose from the pure source of Christian meekness the West, and so convenient for the early reception home for their sons or wards; with every facility for
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
pier dwelling-place in the arms of a tender Chris
Thus sweetly touch their tender age,
From the Rev. II. Bannister, A. B., Teacher oi
and unbounded philanthropy—after having suffer and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, an accomplished Christian Education, are respect
Transform them, as with a prophet’s rod,
tian female, who became a mother to it in its
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the fully invited to visit the Hall at an early opportunity Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer
And make his child the child of God.
ed, with unrepining patience, the painful progress paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
Terms—$100 per session of five months, in ad tifies that 1 have successfully used the Rev. I. Co
destitution for Jesus’ sake.
Rev. J. IV. Cunningham.
of a cancer, was advised to submit to an opera these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained vance. The most respectable references will be vert’s Balm of Life, in tbe case of an obstinati
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec given on application.
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of the
tion from which a faint hope of cure was enter tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
Rings, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several
Faith is the Christian’s prop,
SISERLY LOVE.
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HKIS'l'
to
Return;
a
Practical
Exposition
of
the
paper
will
therefore,
from
the
commencement
of
the
other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad
tained by her medical friends. It happened that
Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap ual but permanent cure.
Whereon his sorrows lean ;
It is in seasons of affliction that we prove the
next (theX!) volume be issued under the joint edi
one of her female servants had about the same torship of the subscribers, and printed and published ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With
H. BANNISTER.
It is the ‘substance of his hope,*
real value of the deep well-spring of a sister’s
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.D.
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
time contracted a white swelling on her knee, as above.
His proof of tilings unseen !
Bishop
of
the
Diocese
of
North
Carolina.
By
G
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D.,
love. Other hands, and hands perhaps as skilful,
The Observer will continue to maintain and put Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
It is the anchor of his sou!,
for which amputation was pronounced necessary. forth
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc., in the Au
with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of
may smooth our couch in sickness. Other voices
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
When tempests rage and billows roll:
burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei
During the progress of the disorder, Mrs. B----- the Gospel which it has always held and defended
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
ved:
may speak words of kindness in our hour of need,
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
234 Chesnut street.
took infinite pains to strengthen the weaker Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
Faith is the polar star
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrence to
and other eyes may beam on us with tenderness
Philadelphia.
your medicine, 1 deem it my duty to state, that for
That guides (he Christian’s bark ;
mind of her fellow sufferer, and to bring her to of the peculiarities ot our communion.
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bron
and love; but can they ever be like the hands
I: is the design of the editors to establish such cor
Splendid Eondcn Bocks.
Directs his wandering from afar
that calm resignation to the Divine Will, of which respondenee with the Atlantic cities as will secure
and its usual accompavanimcnts; and I was
gTYHE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common chitis
that joined with ours in turning the rosy wreaths
To reach the holy ark:
she was herself so bright an example. The ami the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
| Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en induced to try your preparation, on the assurance
from medical men that it contained no liazardoui
It points the course where’er he roan?,
of infancy—the voices that spoke sweetly to us
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
able mistress, who was mother of a large family, vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to tbe gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev, ingredients. The result l as been the allaying
And safely leads the pilgrim home.
Henry Stoking, M. A.
in the tones of childhood—the eyes that gazed
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healthy
spent the morning in giving such instructions establishment and progress ot the Church through
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers functions
to the throat, so that 1 am enabled to re
with ours, in all the wonder of first dawning
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
from
one
hundred
arid
thirty
eight
eminent
British
concerning them as were suggested by a sound un
turn to the labors of the desk. I think the medi
A WORD TO WOMEN.
and Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy cine
Chauncey Colton,
thought, abroad upon the beautiful creation, over
entitled to the attention of all persons similarly
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
God himself has decided, that the thing which the earth and sea, the green hills and the waving derstanding and a pious and benevolent heart.—
Wm. Jackson,
Gray
’
s
Elegy
illustrated.
Yours truly,
LUTHER HALSEY.
John T. Brooke,
cannot consist with his holy service is the ser woods, and upon the starry heavens, that page of But not even the affecting idea of a last inter
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
Henry V. I). Johns
view (for so she considered it with her beloved
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
vice of mammon; that the two passions which glory too bright for human eye to read.
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Tbe London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes
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children,) could so far conquer her feelings as to SERVER,
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God and the love of this world. Against such of early life that we cannot, if we would, shake render her forgetful of '.he poor sufferer above der
sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds,—while reference
at the proprietors’ ‘Western office’ on Fourth Street
will be had fo interesting and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from —The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
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authority we must not admit they can be reigning off in the days of darkness and distress, when
London Bibles, all sizes.
between Main and Sycamore.
I' is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial
illustrations of such subjects as tnav be supposed particularly interesting. A por
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questions and answers.)
do
3 00 portance by the reformers ; and as it lies at tl
I cordially concur in the above.
foundation of all scriptural views of the gospel
not he, for the most part, who drives in the car have never known the deepest, holiest influence ways well balanced or judiciously used.
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bish
Sami,. A. McCosKry,
Hobart,) stiff covers,
do
12 50 our Lord Jesus Christ ; by the Rt. Rev. Cbarl
riage, or enjoys the mansion. Sometimes it is of a sister’s love, will not be enabled, from any
Education is not indeed confined to any one
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan.
Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do
6 00 P. M'Uvaine, D. D., in 1 large elegant8vo. Volum
his pride that seeks the elevation of his family; definition I can offer, to understand the purity and point of our existence, yet it assumes peculiar
Theology for the People, in a series of discours
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi
Lexington, Ky. Dec. 10th, 1840.
life,
do
4 00 on the catechism of the Protestant Episcopal churcl
and pride is within the reach of female influence the refreshing power of this well-spring of hu importance at that period when the mind is most
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to Church Catechism,
do
1 50 by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8vo., pri
to animate or discourage: but much oftener it is man happiness. Sisters who have known this, ductile to every impression. Just at the dawn a more central point for the whole west, with the Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
2 75 $2,50.
do
50
The Primitive Doctrine of Election, or anhisloi
his affectionate indulgence, that loves to gratify will also know that its height and depth are be of that time, wc see the mother watching for the hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name Duly to God,
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets Church Primer,
do
1 75 cal inquiry into the ideality and causation of scri
his wife and children with a thousand superflui yond the power of language to describe; that it first faint tinge of intellect, ‘more than they who with my cordial approbation: and 1 shall be ready, Sunday-school office of devotion ;do
3 00 tural Election, as received and maintained in t
all times, to lend a helping band, in every way in Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
8 00 primitive church of Christ; by George Stanley F
ties. It is because he hears at home that his es is, indeed, the love which many waters cannot watch for morning.’ At her feet a whole gener at
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
Harmony of the Creeds,
do
3 00 ber, B. D., Prebendary of Salisbury, 1 vol. 8v
B. B. Smith,
tablishment must be increased, and the expense quench, neither can the floods drown it.
ation sit as pupils. Let her learn her own value
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer,
3 00 price $1,75.
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky. Collects from the Prayer Book, do
3 00
of his children’s education’cannot be restricted;
An Historical Presentation of Augustinism a
Is it not then worth all the cost of the most as the first educator, that in proportion to the
Questions on the Collects,
do
'11 00
from tbe original sources ; by G.
they must dress, they must associate, they must studious consideration, the most careful kindness, measure of her influence, she may acquit herself
Catechism on the Collects,
do
36 00 Prelagianisin
New Orleans, March 20th, 1841.
Wiggers, D. D., professor of theology in ihe Ui
Epistles
and
Gospels
from
the
Prayer
Book,
10
00
learn. He does not tell them.—it would be bet to win this treasure, and to make it ours? to pur of her immense responsibilities.
In your paper I recognize an efficient, auxiliary
11 00 versify of Rostock, and translated from the Germ;
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel, Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 60
00 with notes and additions, by the Rev. Ralph Emi
ter if he did—how many anxious hours he en chase ibis gem and to wear it next our hearts.—
do
Her debt to the community must be paid and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
professor of ecclesiastical history in the the
part 1, stiff covers, 12 50 son,
dures, how many doubtful speculations he enga The Women of England, by Mrs. S. S. Ellis. through her children, or through others whom she the dioceses with which I am connected. The Quest,doon St. Matthew,
seminary at Andover, Mass., 1 vol. 8v
do
do
12 50 logical
2,
price
$1,75.
amount, of ignorance and apathy on religious sub
do
do
do
12
50
ges in, to meet these necessities; or if it be short
3,
may rear up to dignify and adorn.
Aristotle jects every w’here to be met with, is so great as to
sale by
ISAAC N. WHITING.
do
do
12 50 For
The Acts,
1,
January 1841.
THE BORDERERS.
of that, liow his thoughts are engrossed, and his
said ‘the fate of empires depends on education.’ require the application of all the aids we can com
do
do
do
12
50
2,
mand, and 1 shall be happy to hear that you have
do
do
do
3,
soul pre-occupied; when if a less income would
Religion and the world used formerly to be con But that in woman dwelt any portion of that con an extended circulation throughout the western
8 00
fcejstmi iCpi'u-cpal
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